Why Did the Creator Created Us?
There was a day when I, Bro. Pouliot was thinking about why our Maker
did, the Eternal Existence One who made the heaven and earth. Who made
us? What was HIS reason for us? We all have thought about that. After
looking at the Sun, moon, and stars. Looking at all those animals on the
planet and all those tree, grass, and lake. After looking at also all those AiRobot, cars, and computers Technology. By looking at all those things a
man-made Ai-Robot or android phone same way how the sun, moon and
earth must have made by someone so powerful than we are. At the same
time, knowing that the Maker of heaven and earth must have made us.
Someone beyond mankind. When we were a young child, we did wonder
where we come from other than the mother womb. We also wonder why
are we here on earth and what make us unique?
Generation after generation, we the people have had been argument about
whether we came into existed either from the Big Bang theory or created
by the eternal existence Creator One? Did we just come out of blue like
everything just happened after there was some-kind of mystery big
explosion or is there a possible logic the Creator existence ONE actually did
made us? Would it be possible that this Creator ONE created us human like
how we are soo intelligent to be able to create an Ai-Robot? If I happen to
chose to believe the Creator ONE is the ONE who actually created us, my
main question is, why did the Creator ONE created us?

The first few answer can fulfill the main question, let read Isaiah 43:6-7:
“… bring My sons from far and My daughters from the ends of the
earth. Everyone who is called by My NAME, whom I created for My glory.
I formed him—yes, I made him!”
So, here I see this Creator ONE have a name and it is a HE who created us
for HIS GLORY. After I found out it is HE who is the “I AM who [is the] I AM”
who created us in liken of HIM according to Genesis 1:27. This “I AM” appear
to form into a name
to translated this in English to either YHWH or
YH’OH.
If we were created for HIS glory purpose, is HE merely using us? That is the
next sub-main question. After a deep research, I have learned that he is NO
puppet master or does HE please us in a wrong way. Nor are we HIS pet like
how people who might have a pet in a glass aquarium tank. Yet, it is
beyond more than that. There is more to tell you why I chose to believe in

Who created us for a very good glory reason.
An example of an artist, when an artist completes painting his artwork, he
then would walk 3 or 4 steps back away from his display artwork. He then
would take a good hard look at his artwork. He finally decided it is done.
The artist would feel very satisfied about handiwork artwork. The artist
would also take the pride for his beautiful artwork. Magnify love his handi-artwork. Two decades later, one of his sons look at his father wonderful
hand-i-artwork which is hanging on the living room’s wall. Both, the son,
and the father together again took a good hard look at this powerful and
beautiful artwork the father made it long ago. The father still feels happy
about HIS artwork and took the pride for the accomplished he have done.
accomplished the excellent stand out magnify work he did that artwork.
This hand-i-artwork became a memorial for all his generation children.
All his future grandchildren will see his signature on the right bottom
corner of this painting artwork. They all would also praise for his
grandfather’s awesome magnify hand-i-work he created. This is a great
similar example why our Creator Father who created HIS hand-i-work of
heaven and earth. After HE created everything in 6 day, he was so glorified
happy about HIS creation. He also took the pride for what HE did. HE then
made another day (the 7th Day) a blessing memorial-day for what he
created. He made that day different from any other 6-day, in order to stop,
sit, rest, and do the pride honor to this Almighty ONE who is our Creator
existence ONE who made us. This is the GLORYFY reason why he created us
in the first place. That is the beauty of HIS handiwork. He deserves to get
all the praise, for all of HIS magnify work HE did.
It is interesting that I have learned about this word “glory” has a lot of
meaning for it. Let take a few minutes and study this word and understand
it.
Glory is somehow a most challenging define word. Because this word glory
is a wide-ranging strong subject word, that includes a broad variety of
nuances… Glory is also somehow the most powerful lovely word which
magnify someone or something that is soo value. Such as what we may
see, hear, or felt it.
Majesty, Honor, Honorable, Beauty, Light, Comeliness, Excellency,
Glorious, Good, grace, Majesty, Win, Praise, Celebrate, Gladness,
Cleanness, Shine, Magnify, Rejoice, Boast, Triumph, Excellent, Happy,
Proud, Marriages…

The scripture (TANAKH) often speaks of how
get all the glory praise.
Even the angels in heaven praise HIM as well (Isaiah 6:3 or Psalm 148:2).
Song is also involved in this glorify way. And even with happy dancing
(Psalm 149:3-4, Ecclesiastes 3:4, Lamentations 5:15, and 2nd Samuel 6:1417).
There is another thing we must also be mindful about bring in HIS glory, it
is about HIS name. Yes, HIS name is to bring up for HIS glory as well. Same
reason why the artist’s want his signature name to be acknowledge about
HIS artwork.
There is another thing we must understand about our Creator ONE’s
signature name. According to the commandments in Exodus 20:7 said for us
not take HIS name in vain in any way. We should not speak of HIS name the
wrong way or change it as well. Just as why we should not take away HIS
name for all his glorify creation work, HE did. HIS name has a true meaning
in a special way we should never forget. He wants HIS children rejoice and
praise HIS Glorify name forever and ever. He expects us not to forget HIS
name and not in vain according to Ezekiel 20:9-11, Isaiah 48:9-11, and
Psalm 106:7-8.
“But I acted, for the sake of My Name, to keep it from being profaned in
the eyes of the nations, where they were, in whose sight I made Myself
known to them, to bring them out from the land of Egypt. So I led them
out from the land of Egypt and brought them into the wilderness. I gave
them My laws and taught them My judgments, which if a man does, he
will live by them.”
“For My Name’s sake I defer My anger, for My praise I will restrain it for
you— otherwise I would cut you off. Behold, I have refined you, though
not as silver. I tested you in the furnace of affliction. For My own sake,
for My own sake, I act. For how should I be profaned? I will not give My
glory to another.”
“Our fathers in Egypt did not ponder Your wonders. Nor did they
remember Your abundant loving kindness but rebelled by the sea—at
the Sea of Reeds. Yet He saved them for His Name’s sake, to make His
mighty power known.”

There is another question that is sort of a mystery, here why. There is so
much wisdom that we some-time cannot possibly understand everything
about HIM and HIS creation. We are unable go beyond the imagine how or
what exactly the will of
plan of this new kingdom will look like? We
only get a little glare of that (Zechariah 14:4, Isaiah 65:17-25, & Daniel 2:44).

Because we are human, we have sin and hide ourselves like how Adam and
his wife hidden themselves from HIM after they sin. We cannot know
everything beyond heaven and earth. We often forget about HIM and who is
HE as well.
is “transcendent,” meaning above and beyond our
understanding. Yet, HIS words in the scripture do reveal about himself. HE
given us the law about right against wrong in order for us to understand
more about HIM as well. To follow HIS way, HIS character’s way too. Sadly,
most of us have fail to follow the worldly way of man. Our mind only
understands mostly of this world.
“For My thoughts are not your thoughts, Nor are your ways My ways,”
declares
. “For as the heavens are higher than the earth, So are My
ways higher than your ways And My thoughts than your thoughts.”
Isaiah 55:8-9
may have not show us the whole picture of HIMSELF or HIS will plan
but HE surely gave us some basic understanding. HE also wants us to
continually be patient and pray for the hope and wisdom while taking the
journey path to HIM. While it is my understanding here, HE is in control of
this world and that is a good things for us to keep that in mind. Fear HIM
and do not worry about the rest. At the same time, HE also expects us to
serve for HIM as well. To do the good work on earth for HIS glory reason.

“You shall call, and I will answer You; You shall desire the work of Your
hands.” Job 14:15
“But now, O Master, You are our Father; We are the clay, and You our
potter; And all we are the work of Your hand.” Isaiah 64:8

We are the mankind which
created for HIS glory reason. HE has given
us a special duty upon this world (earth). We are to serve him and honor
him. Here the thing I have learned what HE has also given us, HE gave us a
freedom of choice. However, we must keep in mind, HE still expects us to
choose HIS way instead of the evil way. Choose HIS way instead of Satan
who took over this world (temporary).
According Deuteronomy 30:15-19: “See, I have set before you today life and
good, death and evil, in that I command you today to love your Almighty
Master of your Existence Eternal One, to walk in His ways, and to keep His
commandments, His statutes, and His judgments, that you may live and
multiply; and this Master Existence Eternal One will bless you in the land

which you go to possess.” See, this passage tells us about the freedom of
that choice as why
is not puppet Master.
One of the Garden of Eden cherubim guard (Lucifer) who became Satan
have this freedom will too. Because this cherub of the morning star chose
to do evil way. Who had turn against
way. He was found sinfulness
over the jealousy of us. This cherub also wants to be equal like
.
Notice,
_didn’t destroy Satan right away. WHY??? I have learned that
is merciful loving one, he glorify HIS love for HIS creation children and even
cherubim as well. He has given the loved one the freedom of choice.
Meaning, Satan have the capacity to choose, just as we do too. Because
without the freedom of choice, we would simply become like a puppet or
robot. We would be meaningless creatures on earth. If
had created us
without the capacity to choose then what value of LOVE would that mean
to us.
“I will walk about in freedom, for I have sought out your precepts”. Psalm 119:45

Hopefully from everything I have share here with you, I surly hope that you
would now have the blessing understanding why did
created us. Why
are we so special to HIM. Shouldn’t we all kneel give thank or dance joy
with glory praise to HIM? Indeed, we should give HIM all the GLORY credit
to THANK HIM 😊
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